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About This Game

Magma Chamber is a puzzle-based action game about a slime escaping a lab inside of a volcano. Each area of the lab presents
new puzzles and different challenges for you to overcome.

Each level has three objectives: Clear each tile, collect the children of slime, and get to the exit.
Completing all of the objectives will take strategic thought, as a single wrong move could end your chance to clear each tile or,

even worse, could end your life.

Each zone has its own boss fight that will push the limits of your ability, each with their own unique puzzles that you must
complete to move on.

Final product features will include

3 unique worlds

Puzzle based boss fights
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Title: Magma Chamber
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
IndieKeep Games
Publisher:
NedoStudio
Release Date: Apr 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Man, I really wanted to like this series. I love the 4X genre of games and had heard a lot of great things about the Space Empires
series. I spent hours trying to wrap my head around it but in the end this game had three major flaws that just killed it for me:

* The Learning Curve - Wow, is the learning curve on this game steep. I consider myself an intelligent person, but trying to
figure out what I needed to be doing or how to do it at any given point in time was a Sisyphean effort. In other turn-based
strategy games buttons are labelled clearly and in a way that new players can easily understand what they will do. Not here. Even
the tutorial which attempts to walk you through it in baby steps is nigh-on useless because things are set out so poorly. I don't
know what the exact antonym of intuitive to use would be that would describe the controls but needless to say it was an effort to
learn what to do.

* Game Speed - Damn is this game slow. Even once I started to get an idea of what I needed to do at the beginning, setting up a
new game and starting to play would find I had been at my computer for close to an hour and was only three or so turns in.

* The Manual - The manual could not have been more useless. It was nothing more than a list of button definitions, with no
picture of what the button or menu object looked like. Many times I sat there after spending ten minutes figuring out what I
should do next only to find it would then take me twenty minutes to figure out how to go about actually DOING it. If your game
is going to have a manual that is nothing more than a list of definitions you had better include a good in-game help system or
even a suggestion/advisory system - a la the Civ series - to make up for it and help get players hooked in playing your game.

In the end these problems all combined to form a Voltron of frustration with the game. I had such high hopes for this game but
unfortunately the poor execution made it completely unenjoyable. Sad to say it but this game just lacks fun.. great story can\'t
wait for part 2 sound overlaps sometimes but i really did enjoy it cant wait you guys did a great job smooth transition from
scene to scene. To the Moon, too! is a sensitive and delicate continuation of a touching and so well written story. The adventure
of two characters so fundamental to the game (The platypus and the rabbit) in their mission to reach the moon. Beautifully
designed pages with few words and a sweet and beautiful conclusion. Recommended for everyone who fell in love with To the
Moon.. I cannot reccomend enough to watch Wakfu: The Animated Series. These episodes are basically a "3rd season," and I
am more than happy to pay for, and stand behind, this series, and hope they make more.

My only complaint: WHY THE HELL IS THIS SERIES SO OBSCURE!? BUY THIS, GET OUT, AND WATCH THE
SERIES ON NETFLIX!!!. Just attracted by the girl on the cover，I bought this game without any hesitation.

By the way, it is awesome so far as its content is concerned.
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Major fun especially on a HDTV with a controller. The game is so fun and the graphics are quite good for a game of this price.
I'd definitely recommend this game. I'd like to see a sequel.. I enjoyed the puzzles and nostalgic feel of this game. The only real
annoyance was that there was no sort of kickback feature when the main character or enemies got hit, so you could get hit a lot
of times before being able to escape and position yourself to attack again. But once you have enough hit points, it doesn't end up
mattering much and you end up running kamakaze through much of the map. :D. When I was trying to interact with a raised
area in the ground, I knew the dev, to say it kindly, really should have spent way more time developing this game.

That said, I'll give him deserved credit that he at least removed the (offensive) language from the loading screen that the game
had when it first got onto Steam.. Pretty♥♥♥♥♥. work on win 10 64bit , must buy for rts and non rts fan,I had played this back
in the days when it's first came out,one of the best rts out there,I can't enough recommend it. Fast paced shooter that is nearly
impossible to master. I recommend this game to anyone looking for a challenge.
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